Lake Lily fairing well amid summer heat, humidity

By JACK FICHTER
CAPE MAY STAR AND WAVE
CAPE MAY POINT— Lake Lily is looking healthy this summer with no sign of an algal bloom.

Borough Commissioner Catherine Busch reported Aug. 11 during a meeting of the Environmental Commission that treatments have not turned up a good solution to red Lake Lily of parent Feather.

“It appears that you would either have to lower the level of the lake to spray it with something that would stick to it and cause it to dry out, something that works as a systemic,” she said. “The other option is lowering the level of the lake sufficiently, so as to spray it down to the point where it is avoiding it because it’s really more of a tropical plant.”

Busch said when parrot feather was placed from the lake previously, fragments re-erupted. She said if parrot feather would never cover the lake and create new jobs.

She said treatments have not worked even during a healthy this summer with Lake Lily is looking healthy this summer with no sign of an algal bloom.

The irrigation system is now working, she said, as member Elise Geiger asked if parrot feather, an invasive aquatic plant, growing at the end of the lake could be eradicated. Busch said her research has not turned up a good solution to red Lake Lily of parent Feather. Busch said it has been removed from the lake growing at the end of the lake could be eradicated.

Busch said treatments have not worked even during a heatwave with a low water level.
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